International BFA Applicants

In addition to completing both the Dance Application and the Common Application, international students who are non-native English speakers will need competitive test scores on the *Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)*.

Contact Fordham University for more information.

As a courtesy to students who reside outside of the United States, The Ailey School accepts video auditions in lieu of attending a live audition. Video auditions should be submitted to bfa@alvinailey.org as a private YouTube or Vimeo link by December 1st of your application year.

### International Application Checklist

- ✓ Submit dance and academic applications by November 1
- ✓ Submit your video audition to bfa@alvinailey.org in a private YouTube or Vimeo link
- ✓ Submit TOEFL scores directly to Fordham University
- ✓ Obtain an I-20 Certificate of Eligibility for F-1 Non-Immigrant Student Status

### Video Audition Guidelines

- Each segment should not be more than three (3) minutes long
- Dancer should be attired according to The Ailey School Dress Code

#### Segment 1: Ballet
*Center floor grand adagio; combination through space; petit allegro and grand allegro*

#### Segment 2: Modern
*Adagio; allegro; floor work and spatial work*

#### Segment 3: Solo
*Professionally choreographed solo in ballet, modern, or jazz technique.*